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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

NEW ORLEANS

NEW ORLEANS

DATE

10/25/63

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

8/9/63 - 10/15/63

NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE -
NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

SA WARREN C. DE BRUYES

CHARACTER OF CASE

RA - CUBA; IS - CUBA

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES

AND PERSONS ADVISED TO REVIEW

REFERENCES

SHIP(S)

DATE

New Orleans letter to Bureau, 8/23/63.

DECLASSIFIED BY 9803 RAMP/64

LEAD ON 1-5-64

CD 1114

63 folder of sources

NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

AT NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

Will maintain contact with Cuban sources for any
indication of additional activity on the part of subject
organization which appears to have become inactive since
the departure from New Orleans of LEE HARVEY OSWALD.

INFORMANTS

APPROVED

SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

9-Bureau (97-4196-33) (RM)

1-UNH, New Orleans

1-New York (97-2202) (Info) (RM)

1-Dallas (Info) (RM)

2-New Orleans (97-74)
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AGENCY

REQUEST RECD

DATE PWD

FROM PWD

BY

SECRET SERVICE

8 OCT 30 1963

SECRET SERVICE

for review at FBIHQ by NSCA

RC L.H. Oswald 856/72 6/28/77
SENSTUDY 75
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NO 97-74

IDENTITY OF SOURCE

NO T-1, L. W. ROBERTSON,
Postal Inspector, New
Orleans

NO T-2, [886-S] (X)

NO T-3, Mrs. JEANNE
RODGERS, Secretary to
the Manager, Radio Station
WDSU, New Orleans (request)

Cuban sources referred to in the body of this
report are:

NO 1213-S, contacted 9/9/63
ORLANDO PIEDRA, 5386 Charlotte Drive, New
Orleans, contacted 9/9/63
ROBERTO FERANDEZ de CASTRO, 233 Chartres
Street, New Orleans, contacted 9/9/63
EDUARDO GUEVARA, 233 Chartres Street
New Orleans, contacted 9/30/63
JESSE CORE, Public Relations, International
Trade Mart, New Orleans, contacted 9/30/63.

ADMINISTRATIVE

One copy of this report is being furnished to
the Dallas Division for information, inasmuch as that office
is presently conducting inquiries to locate LEE HARVEY OSWALD,
subject of a separate investigation, Dallas file number
100-10461, and if OSWALD has relocated in the Dallas territory
it is possible he may inaugurate a FPCC branch in that area.¹

One copy being furnished I&NS, New Orleans,
in view of the interest of that Agency in pro-Castro
organizations of this type. ¹
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